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Gerda Frömel was born in Schönberg [Šumperk] in the former Czechoslovakia
in November 1931. Her father was a teacher of German extraction and her
mother was from Vienna in Austria. She was the eldest of four girls: Gerda, Ingrid,
Heide and Elke and her younger sisters ‘idolised her for her daring exploits and
her ability to go her own way – but somehow [obtaining] her parents’ consent’.1
Frömel enjoyed art and spent many long hours drawing, painting and making
children’s books and toys, although none of these pieces survive. While her
childhood was uneventful in the sleepy town in the Sudetenland, ethnic tensions
were rising steadily through the mid-1930s under the increasing influence of the
Nazi Party.2 The status of ethnic Germans in the Sudetenland was complicated by
shifts in political allegiances in the first decades of the 20th century. It had been
part of the Austro-Hungarian Empire until 1918 when it became part of the newly
created Czechoslovakia. The new leaders politically discriminated against ethnic
Germans so when Hitler annexed the Sudetenland in 1938, many welcomed the
Nazis as liberators.3
At the end of the Second World War the Czech government claimed
German-speakers were ‘passive war criminals’ who should be expelled without
compensation, a policy met with little opposition from the Allied powers.4
Journalist Derek Scally describes the first wave of ‘wild’ expulsions that began
in the Sudetenland where German-speakers were marched by the Czechs into
the wilderness and dumped across the border; others were shot.5 The ‘Official’
wave regulated by the Allied Potsdam Agreement, urged ‘orderly and humane’
expulsions but varying levels of reprisals were taken against German refugees. Eyewitness accounts describe harrowing scenes of cruelty and how some
refugees were forced to wear armbands with white swastikas printed on them,
an ironic inversion of the Nuremberg laws. Some estimates suggest that twelve
million ethnic Germans were expelled from their homes in the post-war years,
with an estimated one and a half million losing their lives.6 The author Ray
Douglas describes how Germans are uncomfortable remembering the episode
for fear of being seen as revisionists by drawing parallels with the terrible crimes
that went before and argues that ignoring the expulsions is preferable to admitting responsibility for one of modern history’s greatest human rights abuses –
one with uncomfortable parallels to Nazi crimes.7 Being Czech-German the
Frömel family also lost their home. They made their way over land with some
of their belongings to the German border but were turned away.8 They were
often in grave danger; on at least one occasion they were held at gun-point and
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threatened with execution.9 They continued on to Austria where they were
given shelter in Vienna by the family of Frömel’s maternal grandmother. They
remained in Austria for a year until they settled in Lorch, near Stuttgart in
Germany in 1946.10
It may seem egregious to begin a discussion of Gerda Frömel’s artistic career
by foregrounding such traumatic events as these, but it places her within a
group of German artists whose work emerged from, and was informed by, their
early life experiences in a newly-divided Germany. These include Joseph Beuys
(1921-86), Frank Auerbach (b.1931), Eva Hesse (1936-70), and Georg Baselitz
(b.1938). Post 1945 Germany was a country trying to come to terms with its
recent traumatic past physically, economically and spiritually. Many artists who
had gone into exile chose not to return ‘home’ to Germany after the war, finding
more economic possibilities in the booming American economy. The division
of Germany into East and West in 1949 and the further division of Berlin – the
centre of cultural activity - also discouraged cultural resettlement. In addition
Germany became the cold-war battle ground between the opposing political
ideologies of Western Capitalism, and Eastern Communism. Much work made in
the 1950s addressed the sense of collective guilt with which the German people
were burdened.
The end of the Second World War also saw a ‘return to order’ in art. Some
artists who had worked in an abstract style before the war, returned to a period of
figuration as a means to process their need to reassert the primacy of the human
body after years of witnessing its destruction. A pertinent example is the British
artist Henry Moore (1898-1986), a sculptor who had long worked in a semiabstract idiom who from 1944 until the mid-50s created several Family Group
works; large scale sculptures describing the nuclear family unit – that which had
been torn asunder would be put back together in art.11
This political and cultural background marked Frömel’s development as she
entered art school in the years immediately after the war. Frömel enrolled in the
Academy of Fine Arts, Stuttgart in 1948 and later went on to study in Darmstadt
and the Academy of Fine Arts in Munich, where she studied metalwork and
sculpture.12 In her early practice we see a rejection of abstraction and a focus
on the figure – both human and animal. Her early career is also marked by the
creation of a number of devotional objects made for Christian churches. These
include stained-glass windows, crosses, tabernacles and other objects in enamel and other materials. Germany in the 1950s was undergoing a building boom
to reconstruct cities that had been destroyed during the Allied bombardments.
10. Interview with Ingrid Buckley
(née Frömel), 21 May 2014.
11. As late as 1959 the Irish
Exhibition of Living Art (IELA) would
include an etching by Moore of
The Family, an indication that

these concerns remained relevant
to contemporary art for years to
come.
12. Schürmann Family archive.

St Wendeler and his wife, 1959
stained-glass window, Germany
Image from family archive
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Financing was made available through the Marshall Plan and the pace of building
was extraordinary. While at art school in Munich, Frömel met the young sculptor
Werner Schürmann, a skilled metalworker and bronze-caster, whose brother
Joachim was a successful architect. Joachim Schürmann won many commissions
to construct churches in post-war Germany during the 1950s including St Martin,
Cologne; and Christ the King, Wupperthal. Joachim suggested that his brother
and Frömel should submit designs for elements in these new buildings. Werner
Schürmann assisted Frömel in the execution of a number of her designs and
would continue to do so until the mid-1960s.
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Ireland
Frömel married Werner Schürmann in 1955 and the young couple welcomed
the birth of their first child Wenzel soon after. The couple moved permanently
to Ireland the following year where Schürmann took up a position as a teacher
of metalwork at the National College of Art in Dublin. Due to his friendship with
the artist and musician Michael Morrow, Schürmann had visited Ireland periodically since 1951 and was part of a circle that included the musicians John Beckett
[cousin of Samuel Beckett], John O’Sullivan, and the potter John ffrench. In 1953
Schürmann participated in the Irish Exhibition of Living Art (IELA) and Frömel
also spent some time in Ireland that year.13 In 1956 the sculptor Oisín Kelly
(1915-81) introduced the couple to Arnold Marsh and Hilda Roberts (1901-82) of
Woodtown Park, outside Rathfarnham.14 The Marshs offered the young family an
apartment on their estate and they moved to Woodtown in December 1956.
Roberts was an artist with very strong connections to the Dublin art establishment, in fact Marsh and Roberts first met at a party at the home of Æ [George
Russell]. They bought Woodtown Park Estate in 1939 and, as it was so large, set
about creating apartments within the house which they let out to other families
and artists to live and work in. By the early 1950s Woodtown was a centre of
artistic activity both in terms of the artists living on site, and frequent visitors
to the house. Roberts’s daughter Eithne Clarke remembers the large drawing
room full of people on Sunday afternoons as Roberts organised informal
gatherings much like a nineteenth century salon.15 Visitors included artists like
May Guinness (1863-1955) from nearby Tibradden House, Evie Hone (1894-1955)
who lived in Rathfarnham Lodge, Beatrice Lady Glenavy (1883-1970), Elizabeth
Rivers (1903-64) and many others. Roberts had been close to Mainie Jellett (18971944) before her death, so it is fair to say that she was part of that group of women
who contributed a new modern aesthetic to Irish art from the 1920s onwards.
13. The catalogue for the
premiere of the Pike Theatre’s first
production in 1953 credits her with
designing the costumes. There is
no evidence that she continued to
make costumes or theatre designs
after this period.

14. Letter in Woodtown Park
archive.
15. Interview with Eithne Clarke,
January 2015.

There were also literary connections at
Woodtown; W.B. Yeats lived nearby at
Riversdale, Austin Clarke was another
friend, Louis MacNiece visited when
on assignment in Dublin, and later
the art critic Harriet Cooke lived at
Woodtown.
In 1956 both Frömel and
Schürmann participated in the IELA.
It was the first time Frömel exhibited
in Ireland, and it aligned her with
the most innovative and vital artists
of the time. The IELA had been
founded by Mainie Jellett, Evie Hone,
Louis Le Brocquy, Norah McGuinness
and Jack Hanlon in 1943 and the first
exhibition was held in September
that year. In 1956 Frömel exhibited
alongside Hilary Heron, Oisín Kelly,
Frank Morris and Ion Stuart, artists
who would be her peers for the next
twenty years – and their work forms
a useful point of comparison when
considering her later oeuvre. Frömel entered three works at the 1956 IELA,
Horse, Reiter and Little Figure while Schürmann exhibited Kentauros which
was illustrated in the catalogue.16 Two early images of horses exist in the family
archive so it is tempting to attribute one of these as Horse (c.1956). The first is of
a large animal constructed from wire and plaster. It is raised up on a platform,
and its head is bending down as if to drink. The second is a more conventional
bronze figure: small in scale, robust, and with its head pointed upwards in an alert
manner. Woodtown Park continues to have busy stables with horses and riders
coming and going constantly from the buildings adjoining the artists’ studios.
Clearly the influence of the community at Woodtown had an effect on Frömel’s
image making. She found creative inspiration in her immediate surroundings,
and celebrated nature and the life of the countryside around her. The works are
figurative, but with a tendency towards the reduction and simplification of forms.

16. IELA catalogue (Dublin: Irish
Exhibition of Living Art, 1956),
no. 130 Horse, no. 131 Reiter, no. 132
Little Figure.

Horse, c.1956
Bronze
Image from family archive
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Frömel and Schürmann welcomed their second child, a daughter Natasha, in
1957. The same year Frömel submitted three works to the IELA.17 Johann Jacob
Weneslaus was a small portrait of her two-year-old son Wenzel, wearing a woollen
bobble hat and is typical of her production at this time. This work is the first we
can say with certainty was made and exhibited in Ireland. The small scale of
the piece suggests a level of caution on the part of the artist using an unfamiliar
medium. She modelled the figure in plaster, which was then used to form the
mould for the bronze cast. The surface of the plaster – and subsequent bronze –
is uneven. Frömel did not work the surface of the bronze to a fine and even
polish but left the signs and marks of her modelling clearly on the piece. Added to
this, she did not clean away the remnants of the plaster left over from the casting
process. Known as investment, this residue would normally be blasted out from
the cracks in the bronze before it is patinated. Instead Frömel chose to leave the
investment in place and the sculpture is somewhat unfinished in appearance.18
This finish was typical of the work of Italian sculptor Marino Marini (1901-80)
an artist whose work was influential in Ireland.19 This variation in surface is a
characteristic of Frömel’s work in metal and stone; works that appear highly
finished from a distance, on closer inspection reveal machining marks and chips.
In the case of Johann Jacob Weneslaus the white investment creates highlights
at points on the surface. With the child snuggly wrapped up in his hat and coat,
the white residue almost suggests that he has been out playing in the snow.
In the late 1950s there were no foundry facilities for bronze casting available
in Dublin; Dublin Art Foundry would not open until 1970. With ingenuity and
application, Werner Schürmann set about resolving the problem by building a
small foundry, first at Castle ffrench where he was a frequent guest, and then a
larger foundry in one of the stables at Woodtown. This brought a new energy to
the artistic community there, and the sculptors Oisín Kelly and James McKenna
(1933-2000) came to assist Schürmann with his casting and also made use of it
for their own work. The importance of this new foundry and the presence of a
skilled metal-worker such as Schürmann should not be underestimated as iconic
works by Kelly and McKenna were made at Woodtown. The foundry also created
a much needed income-stream for Schürmann, his work as a foundry-man being
more reliable than sales from art works.
It should be noted that as an artist, Schürmann was not unique in setting
up his own foundry. The sculptor Edward Delaney (1930-2009) had returned to
Ireland in 1959 following an extended period spent in Germany. Delaney had

17. IELA catalogue (Dublin: Irish
Exhibition of Living Art, 1957),
no. 114 Johann Jacob Weneslaus,
no. 115 Small Figure, no. 116
Nymphe.
18. See description of this
technique by Jason Ellis in this
volume.

19. Marino Marini’s work was
included in the 1954 IELA.

Portrait of Johann Jacob
Weneslaus, 1957
Bronze
28 cm (h)
Private Collection
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won a scholarship to study in Germany in the mid-1950s where he learnt casting
and metal work. On his return to Ireland he too identified the lack of a foundry
in Dublin and set about making one in the Dublin suburb of Dun Laoghaire,
however Delaney’s biographer suggests he did not begin casting there in
earnest until the mid-1960s.20 Although different in scale, there are some visual
similarities between the work of Delaney and Frömel at this time, for example,
Delaney also leaves the white investment on the surface of his bronzes; perhaps
this affinity can be traced to their education in Germany.
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Girl Standing, 1958
Bronze
Illustration from IELA
catalogue, 1958
Private Collection Los Angeles

Sheep c.1958
Bronze
14 x 22 x 11 cm
The Artist’s Estate

20. Interview with Eamon Delaney,
September 2014.

In 1958 Frömel exhibited four works in the IELA.21 By now her production
consisted almost entirely of modelled-sculpture cast in bronze. The organisers
of the IELA did her the honour of printing an image of her Girl Standing. The
titles of her other works, Shepherd, Sheep, and Bird reveal she is working in a
figurative manner. While the works may be representational however, they are
not conventional. Sheep survives, and according to family members Frömel held
it dear and always kept it in her studio.22 A small bronze cast, around twenty
centimetres in length, the Sheep rests with its head at its feet, forming a rounded
shape. The initial cast for the work failed, part of the spine of the sheep collapsed,
leaving an open space, but Frömel was very pleased with the unexpected result.
The process was something she could
not control and the unintended result
made Sheep unique and unrepeatable.
It shares some characteristics with
the Portrait of Wenzel from two years
before. The patina is very rough and
uneven, giving the piece a rusted,
oxidised appearance. Again much of
the white investment has been left in
place, this time suggesting the wool
of the animal. There is something
abject about this sculpture, broken
and damaged: but it is compelling, it demands another look and the viewer
literally looks into the animal – through its skin and into its body cavity.
In 1959 tragedy struck the family. Two-year-old Natasha had been playing in
the greenhouse when she fell into a small trough and drowned in less than thirty
centimetres of water. Her image survives in small works such as Sleeping Child,
and later in the figure of Ondine – imbued as it is with associations with water and
tragedy. As with the terrible loss of her childhood home, as a coping mechanism
Frömel internalised her feelings.23
Her reaction was perhaps typical of her generation. In a recent interview,
her exact contemporary Frank Auerbach whose parents died in a concentration
camp in 1943 said ‘I never look back. I block out everything and just carry on,’ but
also revealed: ‘Absolutely bloody everything feeds into my work. Someone can
annoy you; the man at the shop corner does not say good morning. It all feeds in’.24

21. IELA catalogue (Dublin: Irish
Exhibition of Living Art, 1958),
no. 121 Shepherd, no. 122 Girl
Standing (illustrated), no. 123 Sheep,
no. 124 Bird. In 1959 both Frömel
and Schürmann exhibited at the
IELA, again Frömel partially retained
the German spelling for her two

exhibits Kat and Roe. Kat was
purchased by the Arts Council
as part of their joint ownership
scheme.
22. There is some uncertainty
among the family if there was a
‘finished’ work that was exhibited,
or if this ‘failed’ cast was shown.

23. Interview with Wenzel
Schürmann, 28 January 2015.
24. Frank Auerbach to Hannah
Rothschild, The Telegraph, 30
September 2013.
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The capacity to produce work in bronze and other cast metals set Frömel’s work
apart from her contemporaries giving her and Schürmann a competitive edge as
they could produce quite fine objects relatively inexpensively at Woodtown. This
was demonstrated in 1960 when Bord Fáilte commissioned Frömel to produce a
bronze plaque ‘on the subject of gardens’.25 They also requested that she ‘keep the
moulds as having departed from our original idea of a perpetual trophy it is now
likely that we will require a duplicate trophy each year’.26 In fact the work was
not re-commissioned so this version is unique. The brief might have constrained
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Garden Frieze, 1960
Bronze on limestone base
Base 20 x 9 x 4cm
Plaque 16 x 12 cm
Private Collection
Image from family archive

25. Letter from J.A. O’Brien
to Frömel, 5 October 1960.
Schürmann family archive.
26. Ibid.

Frömel conceptually, but we can see traits emerge in this piece that would recur
in later works. It is a bronze, rectangular plaque with figures picked out in low
relief raised up on two tall supports. These are inserted into a solid block of
Kilkenny blue limestone with its characteristic fossil pattern. The plaque shows
three figures in a garden setting. One pushes a wheel-barrow, another supports
a basket of flowers on her head, while the third arranges plants in a large urn.
As already pointed out, the figures are formed in a low-relief style, and elongated,
with their feet delicately a pointe like ballet dancers. Their dress is not contemporary, rather they wear robes that are almost Classical or medieval in appearance. The column on the left of the panel has a vine weaving its way skyward,
or perhaps it is a serpent, alluding to the first, biblical garden. The simplicity of
the modelling and the activity of the figures, suggests antecedents like ancient
Egyptian sculpture with each figure turned in profile. The style is somewhat antinaturalistic without sliding towards expressionism and Frömel uses an economy
of line to convey form and composition. A worthwhile aside concerns the central
female figure carrying a basket on her head. Patrick Scott represented Ireland at
the 1958 Guggenheim International Award and the 1960 Venice Biennale with his
iconic painting Girl Carrying Grasses (1958); perhaps in this sculpture Frömel is
nodding to the success of her friend Scott.
Alongside the commission for Bord Fáilte, Frömel executed another
plaque in bronze on limestone of a similar scale, titled The Last Supper [p.26].
It shows thirteen elongated figures picked out in low relief with the line of
the table bisecting the entire image like a form of Ogham writing. Exhibited
at the IELA in 1960, this piece can be seen as a continuation of the sacred
works Frömel made in the 1950s.27 At the Exhibition of Irish Sacred Art in
1962 The Last Supper won Frömel one of three prizes of £50 from the Royal
Institute of the Architects of Ireland.28 The work was then selected for the
Salzberg Biennale of Christian Art in 1962.29 In 1964 Frömel won another
‘sacred’ commission, this time for a stained glass window on the subject of
St Luke for Kildare Cathedral.
While spiritual in a personal capacity, Frömel was not particularly devout.
The family were of a Lutheran background, and Frömel in later years made the
effort to bring her young children to church on Sunday. Notwithstanding this, her
son Wenzel recalls ‘we used to go on hikes on Sundays – Glencree Valley in Co.
Wicklow being a favourite spot of my mother’s. She would look up at the trees
and say “I feel guilty about not going to service, but this forest is my church”’.30

27. IELA catalogue (Dublin: Irish
Exhibition of Living Art, 1960),
no. 140 Bird, no. 141 Last
Supper, no. 142 Dancer.
28. Letter from Wilfrid Cantwell
to Frömel, 7 February 1962,
Schürmann Family Archive. George
Campbell also received a prize for

his painting Jesus Falls the Third
Time [newspaper clipping SFA]
29. ‘Irish Sacred Art for Salzberg’,
The Irish Times,
10 February 1962.
30. Interview with Wenzel
Schürmann, 28 January 2015.
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She was curious about other spiritual philosophies. In one sketchbook dating
from 1967 she wrote Buddhist sutras concerning form and emptiness.31 In another
she transcribed passages from Søren Kierkegaard’s The Present Age.32 At this
point it is worth distinguishing between Frömel’s works and those of Irish modernists Mainie Jellett and Evie Hone, or her contemporaries Patrick Pye (b.1929)
and Imogen Stuart (b.1927) for whom personal devotion was married to the
creation of sacred works of art. In a way, Frömel’s religious commissions
hark back to the medieval and renaissance periods when almost all artistic
commissions emanated from the Church. It can be argued that rather than
being an expression of religiosity her devotional objects were an expression
of circumstances. There was a
substantial amount of work available to her when other commissions were scarce. Through her
brother-in-law, Frömel had access
to religious commissions and the
means to execute them well.
In parallel with work made
in a spiritual theme, Frömel continued to exhibit secular work at
the IELA.33 By now her family was
growing, with the birth of Moritz
in 1960 and Killian in 1962. This
did not limit her productivity.
Wenzel Schürmann points out
that his mother and father were
full-time artists, and their professional practice was structured and
organised. They both worked from
nine to five on weekdays and childminders were employed to ensure
the smooth running of the home,
and the capacity to make studio
time a priority.34
Her 1962 entry into the
IELA makes clear the scale of her

Last Supper, 1960
Bronze and steel
Image from family archive

31. Sketch book inv. 000660,
Schürmann Family Archive
32. Sketch book inv. 000658,
Schürmann Family Archive
33. IELA catalogue (Dublin: Irish
Exhibition of Living Art 1961),
no. 139 Large Animal; IELA
catalogue (Dublin: Irish

Exhibition of Living Art, 1962),
no. 136 Animal.
34. Interview with Wenzel
Schürmann, 28 January 2015.

production is shifting and she
is concentrating on the technical
difficulties of making grander
cast works. She is also building
up a substantial body of work in
preparation for larger exhibition
opportunities. The next year
she received important recognition from the Irish establishment
when she was awarded one of
three scholarships in sculpture
by the Arts Council. The amount
was large – £600 – and the vague
condition was Frömel ‘satisfy the
Secretary of the Council that you
will be putting it to good use’.35
The scholarship attracted some
attention in the press. An undated newspaper clipping in the
family archive with the headline
‘Seeing Paris’ goes on to say:
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I’m sure quite a few people were surprised to read in Friday’s
papers that one of the Arts Council’s plum scholarships had been
awarded to Gerda T. Froemel (sic.) a 32 year-old alien. Gerda
Froemel or Mrs Werner Schuermann (sic), as she is in private
life, is married to a German sculptor. Mr and Mrs Schuermann
have been living in Ireland for some years, and are now settled
in a flat in the secluded mansion of Arnold Marsh at Woodtown,
Rathfarnham. Out in the garden they have converted an old
potting shed into a high and spacious studio which was a hive
of activity on Friday afternoon. All morning Herr Schuermann
had been casting in his foundry and he and his wife had not yet
discussed how the £600 Arts Council scholarship would be spent.
I gathered from Mrs Schuermann that she will certainly visit
Paris, a city she hasn’t seen … [she]… specialises in animal
studies, but finds that three children leave little enough time
for artistic endeavour… The work of a sculptor is heavy and
exacting. It takes a lot of time and it was for this reason that
Werner Schuermann abandoned his job at the National College of
Art after a three year stint.
35. Letter from Mervyn Wall to
Frömel, 24 June 1963, Schürmann
Family Archive.

Boat, 1963
Bronze and wood
Image from family archive

Animal Mountain, c.1964
Bronze
39 x 46 x 24 cm
Rod King and Deirdre Ellis-King
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Deer, c.1963
Bronze and Connemara marble
30 x 28 x 15 cm
Private Collection
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This spiteful (and anonymous) article manages to evoke every possible prejudice,
and upset Frömel very much and diminished her enjoyment of the prize.36
The writer begins by referring to an ‘alien’ who is essentially taking prizes
away from deserving Irish artists and goes on to stir up anti-German sentiment
with ‘Herr Schuermann’, while their association with a mansion of Anglo-Irish
privilege picks at another wound. Frömel is also reduced to the status of the male
artist’s wife – who, by the way, has little time for work because she is looking after
three children. The final slur is reserved for Schürmann who abandoned his job
because it was heavy and exacting.
This xenophobia was regrettably not confined to the press. In 1964 the
secretary of the Arts Council wrote to Frömel: ‘I am very sorry to have raised
hopes of your eligibility for a future Macaulay Fellowship in Sculpture… I have
been looking at the terms of the trust and… only persons born in Ireland are
eligible’.37 Frömel was magnanimous in her reply:
I’m certainly sorry not to have been born in Ireland. But as it is the present scholarship has
been and will be a great help to me, which I appreciate all the more having received it as
a foreigner… Please would you assure the Arts Council of my continuing gratitude and
appreciation of their generous assistance.38
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In 1964 Frömel gave birth to her fourth son, Oliver, and at the same time
embarked on her biggest project to date: a solo exhibition at the Dawson Gallery
in Dublin. By that time Frömel had cemented her reputation in Ireland with the
various prizes, awards and commissions bestowed on her work. The Dawson
Gallery was established in 1944 by Leo Smith at no. 4 Dawson Street, where he
showed the work of leading artists such as Nano Reid, Evie Hone, Louis Le Brocquy,
Brian King, Patrick Hickey, Michael Farrell and others. At the time there were
few opportunities to exhibit commercially in Dublin – the David Hendriks Gallery
was the only other option. Frömel’s first exhibition was her most varied in terms
of subject matter and scale. There were sixteen objects in bronze in the show and
fourteen drawings. The equal status she gave to her drawings was part of a reassessment of that aspect of her work in the 1960s, a subject developed more fully
by Sarah Kelleher later in this publication.
The titles of the works are plain, and they are repeated through the catalogue:
Tree, Tree Heads, Animal, Animal Head, Animal Mountain and so on. There
is humour in her the use of the word ‘tree’ which in this case is also ‘three’ a
reference perhaps to the non-native speakers’ confusion when confronted with
some Hiberno-English pronunciation. The eponymous trees consist of the most
rudimentary trunk and rounded head representing branches and leaves.
36. Interview with Wenzel
Schürmann, 28 January 2015.
37. Letter from Mervyn Wall
to Frömel, 11 March 1964,
Schürmann Family Archive.

38. Letter from Frömel to Mervyn
Wall, 20 March 1964, Schürmann
Family Archive

Installation view
Dawson Gallery exhibition, 1964
showing Animal 1962, Animal
Mountain, and Animal 1963
Image from family archive

Animal 1963, 1963
Bronze
98.5 x 36.5 x 12.5 cm
The Artist’s Estate

Animal and Fish Hunter, 1963
(recto and verso)
Bronze
48 x 56 x 7.5 cm
Dublin City Gallery The Hugh Lane
Presented by the Contemporary
Irish Art Society, 1964
Images from family archive

Animal 1961, 1961
Bronze on granite base
Private Collection
Image from family archive

Slate Animal, 1964
Bronze on marble base
Image from family archive
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(below)
Sketchbook Inv 0643, 1963,
The Artist’s Estate

Installation view Dawson Gallery
exhibition, 1964
showing Tree Heads
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They appear minimal or non-representational, but drawings in her sketchbooks
clearly shows portraits of her three boys then reduced in form until they attain
this silhouette.
The scale of the bronze objects in the exhibition was small by necessity.
The capacity of the foundry at Woodtown was limited so the largest works in
the exhibition: Animal 1962 [p.31] and Animal 1963 [p.32] were fabricated in Germany.39 These ‘animals’ were also the most figurative works in the exhibition.
The largest resembles a deer or gazelle. It has elongated limbs and horns that
stretch horizontally along the full length of its back. Animal 1963 has been
described as an antelope licking its knee and is a much quieter, contemplative
work. Animal Head depicts the skull and horns of a deer, and like a trophy hanging in the hall of a country house it conveys a sense of displacement. The subject
of hunter and prey is carried through in Animal and Fish Hunter but in this piece
it is difficult to identify the figures suggested by the title. As might be true of real
life, the ‘animal’, is hard to find in the undergrowth and it has to be pointed out
to the viewer; the ‘hunter’ is equally camouflaged in the bushes. With this piece
Frömel took a large stone that had naturally occurring patterns, etched fine lines
at intervals over the surface and then cast the whole in bronze. The bronze was
then mounted on marble allowing both sides of the sculpture to be appreciated in
relief. Similarly Slate Animal is a piece of natural slate onto which she has placed
horns made from wire and then cast the simple form in bronze.
Frömel’s carving on stone in Slate Animal and Animal and Fish Hunter is of the
most rudimentary nature, primitive, like petroglyphs, or the ritualistic drawings
early man made on cave walls before setting out to hunt. Animal Mountain [p.28]
continues this theme, there is no ‘animal’ to speak of visible in the work rather
it is the terrain over which the hunter must roam in search of his quarry. An
unexpected connection to Barry Flanagan (1941-2009) emerges here. Although
best known for his animal studies, particularly of hares, in his early work
Flanagan deployed large stones onto which he made the slightest of sculptural
interventions, as in The stone that covered the hole in the road (1974) and A nose
in repose (1977, Tate London). There are associations with Arte Povera contained
within the simplicity of Frömel’s and Flanagan’s work, yet Frömel differs in her
final execution. She begins by finding beauty in nature, but goes on to ‘elevate’
these natural phenomena to the status of fine art through the use of bronze. The
markings on her incomplete Chess Set series carved from soap stone also have
affinities with work Flanagan made in the 1970s.

39. See Jason Ellis qv
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The human appears in Little Figure [p.47]. This small bronze shows the
attenuation and elongation that we associate with the work of Alberto Giacometti
(1901-66) and it, along with Tree Heads [p.89] is an almost direct quotation of his
work. Newspaper clippings in Frömel’s archive show she was actively seeking
out information about Giacometti’s work and through her friendship with Professor George Dawson spent time researching at Trinity College Library. It should
be pointed out that in 1964 Giacometti was still alive and had not attained the
near-mythical status he now holds.40 The significance of Giacometti for Frömel
will be explored later in this text and by Riann Coulter elsewhere in this volume.
Frömel also exhibited two works on a religious theme at the Dawson Gallery:
a large cross in bronze and Fish Relief. The latter is a single panel fabricated in
bronze. The long slender silhouette of a fish bisects the lower half of the panel
forming a kind of abstract landscape. Above it on the left-hand side is a circle
like a solar disk. Like Animal and Fish Hunter [p.33], and Slate Animal [p.35],
Fish Relief relies on the naturally occurring form of stone to define its surface
texture. All three works are evocative of the Acheiropoieta, a term used to describe
miraculous icons that literally translates from the Greek as ‘not made by human
hands’. Frömel went on to incorporate elements of Fish Relief in the Tabernacle
she made for the church of St Clement in Cologne, Germany. The original cast
was scaled up and made in two sections. The solar disk now has the appearance
of a halo and it has been pierced with the opening for a key. The whole section
was mounted on four feet and a cassette. The image of the fish was used by early
Christians to secretly identify themselves. It is the Ichthys in Greek an acronymacrostic for ‘Jesus Christ Son of God Saviour’.
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While there had been honourable mentions of Frömel’s work in reviews of
the IELA from 1956 to 1964, her solo exhibition saw the first substantial press
coverage of her work. P.H.G said of the ‘Striking Sculpture Exhibition’; ‘of all our
workers in sculpture, she is the most personal. Sensitive, delicate, finely wrought,
her work is made for the intimate adornment of the private and individual
sanctum. It is sophisticated, subtle work, but it is work the effort of knowing’.41
H.P. [Hilary Pyle] writing in The Irish Times is worth quoting at length:
There is an illusive quality about all of Gerda Frömel’s sculpture; a strange spirit seems to
haunt each object, solid though they may seem to be, and it inhabits her drawings too…
The subject matter… is drawn from natural sources. Even the Castle may be regarded as
a conglomeration of stones rather than a construction where man may protect himself.
Having chosen very straightforward themes, Miss Frömel then adopts something more
radical than the humanist approach and sets out to recreate natural forms from the
standpoint of a thoroughly civilised intellectual… The horned animals, faintly reminiscent of
cave paintings, have an element of tragedy about them, rough worked bodies on spindly legs,
horns laid down meekly along the ridge of their backs.42

The press reviews around this time show a sense of anticipation surrounding
Frömel’s solo exhibition. She is repeatedly singled out as having a different visual
sensibility and also praised as a meticulous and talented sculptor.
A feature Frömel retained throughout the 1950s and 60s was the use of the
plinth and base as a method of display for her sculptures. This is especially
marked in Deer Crossing Bay exhibited in the IELA of 1963. The bronze deer
walks delicately across water conveyed by a simple wave line carved into a
green Connemara base. Her marked preference for green Irish marble suggests
the natural world and the green water of the bay, as well as the fields around
Woodtown. One has the sense that this was a scene that the artist observed from
nature and set about communicating that sensation in bronze and marble. She
was clearly pleased with the result as she went on to edition the bronze deer a
number of times. While the bronze element in each edition had a similar surface
quality and patina, Frömel articulated each edition differently through the use of
varied bases. The differences are slight but there is no doubt each piece gains a
different energy through the containment or openness of the base. For example,
a small black marble base makes the feet of the deer appear more elongated,
as if it were on a tightrope.

Tabernacle, 1960s
Image from family archive

40. A sculpture by Giacometti broke
auction records in 2010. See http://
www.nytimes.com/2010/02/04/arts/
design/04giacometti.html
accessed 30 January 2015.
41. P.H.B, Undated press cutting,
Schürmann family archive.

42. Hilary Pyle, The Irish Times,
Undated press cutting,
Schürmann family archive.
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Tree, c.1963
Various materials
Image from family archive
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Tree c.1964
Bronze with marble base
32 x 46 x 18 cm
Private Collection

41

Small Castle c.1964
Bronze with slate base
13 x 13 x 21 cm
(reproduced actual size)
The Artist’s Estate
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Conductor, c.1965
Bronze on limestone base
63 x 31 x 56 cm
Collection of Dr and Mrs
Bernard Jaffa
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Chess Board, 1960s
Bronze on slate
22 x 20 x 21.5 cm
The Artist’s Estate

Little Figure, c.1964
Bronze on marble base
Image from family archive
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The importance Frömel gave to these different plinths demonstrates that she
was aware of contemporary discourse around exhibition display. In the mid-60s
the use of plinths or other framing devices had evolved in the wake of Abstract
Expressionism and the advent of Minimalism. In 1967 in his essay ‘Art and
Objecthood’ published in Artforum, the critic Michael Fried was already demarcating the lines between ‘Minimal Art, ABC Art, Primary Structures and Specific
Objects’.43 The new generation of minimal artists, which included Dan Flavin
and Donald Judd, created objects that were placed directly on the floor of the
gallery, thus removing the intermediary means to exhibit sculpture. This was a
very immediate reaction against Abstract Expressionism which, following the
Second World War, had saturated all artistic gestures with emotion and, in case
of Mark Rothko or Ad Reinhardt were an evocation of trauma.44 The minimalists’
removal of the plinth sought to return the art object to the quotidian - to lower its
emotional register. These concerns were not limited to rarefied galleries in New
York, or to publications like Artforum. As stated by curator Christina Kennedy
in the recent exhibition ‘Conversations’ at IMMA, the dealer David Hendricks
exhibited examples of Op Art, Kinetic Art, and precursors of Minimalism such as
Jean Arp in his gallery in Dublin from the mid-60s onwards.45
48

Alberto Giacometti (1901-66),
La Clairière (Die Waldlichtung),
1950, Bronze, 59.5 x 65.5 x 52 cm,
Alberto Giacometti-Stiftung,
Zürich, Dauerleihgabe im
Kunstmuseum, Winterthur, ©
Succession Alberto Giacometti

(Fondation Alberto et Annette
Giacometti, Paris + ADAGP,
Paris), 2015

43. Michael Fried, ‘Art and
Objecthood’, Artforum, 1967 –
available on http://www.scaruffi.
com/art/fried.pdf accessed 20
January 2015. As pointed out by
Riann Coulter qv, Artforum was one
of the international publications
readily available and read by Frömel
in Dublin.

It is clear Frömel was well informed about contemporary developments in
art display in the 1960s but chose to buck the trend towards minimalism.
In sculptures like Chess Board she chose to visually align herself with post-war
artists such as Giacometti, and Germaine Richier (1902-59); while her integration
of the plinth into the sculptural whole is derived from Constantin Brancusi
(1876-1957). The practice of Giacometti and Richier had developed alongside the
Existentialism of Jean Paul Sartre and Simone de Beauvoir, and their work was
ideologically phenomenological. According to Frances Morris,
Giacometti many times described his goal as that of likeness in art. The manner in which he
proceeded evokes the phenomenological methodology of Sartre, while the language with
which he disclosed his struggles evokes, at different times, Sartre, Albert Camus, Samuel
Beckett and Maurice Merleau-Ponty.46

Having come through the trauma of the Second World War, enduring forced
migration, economic hardship and the loss of her childhood home, in her work
Frömel asserted the need for art to retain its relationship to the real. The
exhibition German Sculpture after 1950 held at The Municipal Gallery in 1963
revealed that Frömel was not the only German artist asserting these concerns.
The list of exhibitors included artists such as: Karl Hartung, Jocken Hiltmann,
Karl Ehlers and Fritz Koenig. The majority of works referenced the natural world
– animals, plants, portraits: sculptures that focused on the lived experience of the
stuff around us.
The years 1965 to 67 were significant for Frömel in personal and professional
ways. The family had outgrown the apartment at Woodtown Park and Arnold
Marsh generously offered Frömel and Schürmann a site at the back of the
orchard at Woodtown on which to build their own home. Schürmann’s brother
Joachim came from Germany to work on a design with the couple. Frömel
evidently had input into the design as drawings in her sketchbooks show her
working out floor plans. The New House was square in plan with four wings built
around a central, cobbled courtyard. The exterior is constructed of burned brick
and the window openings are small and elevated giving the house (to my eye)
the appearance of a fortification. One cannot help projecting many assumptions
onto a house designed by a person who had lost their childhood home in
traumatic circumstances. The wider importance of this building can be seen in
the context of domestic architecture in Ireland in the mid-1960s.

44. See John Steppling, Revisiting
the New York School, http://
john-steppling.com/revisiting-thenew-york-school/ accessed 20
January 2015.
45. http://immablog.org/2014/
09/13/curators-blogs-christinakennedy-on-david-hendriks/
accessed 20 January 2015.

46. Frances Morris, Paris Post War:
Art and Existentialism 1945-55
(London: Tate 1993), p.19.
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New House, Woodtown, Dublin, 1966
Architect: Joachim Schürmann
Images: Wenzel Schürmann
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Aside from a small number of remarkable buildings by architects such as Scott
Tallon Walker’s O’Flaherty House, Kinsale (1963-65); there was a dearth of
modernist or experimental houses built in this country at the time. New House
demonstrates a commitment to Modernism both as an aesthetic and a lived
experience, it calls to mind the famous aphorism by Le Corbusier, a house is
‘a machine for living’.
Frömel commenced her most important commission – and possibly most
important work – in 1967. Sails [pp. 6-7], made for the Carroll’s Factory in
Dundalk, Co. Louth was the most ambitious public sculpture of its time. Scott
Tallon Walker designed the Carroll’s Factory along lines set down by the architect Mies van der Rohe (1886-1969), whose Barcelona Pavilion of 1929 was one of
the most influential modernist buildings ever made. In the central courtyard of
Mies’s pavilion is a sculpture of a female figure showing the formal integration of
the human into the Minimalist cube. This is a feature we find repeated in other
post-Miesian buildings such as Oscar Niemeyer’s Palácio de Alvorada (completed
1958) in Brásilia which has a sculpture of two female figures placed in a pond on
the front façade. Entitled The Lara’s by Alfredo Ceschiatti (1918–89) it demonstrates that the Miesian integration of the human figure into the modernist cube
was a convention that designers were reluctant to depart from.

Ronnie Tallon / Scott Tallon
Walker Architects,
Carroll’s Factory, Dundalk, 1967
Pencil on paper, 50 x 74 cm
Collection Scott Tallon Walker
Architects

Following this convention, Scott Tallon Walker’s first drawings for the
Carroll’s Factory show a loose sketch of a biomorphic form on the man-made pond
at the front.47 The original idea was to commission a major sculpture from Henry
Moore or Alexander Calder (1898-1976) and it is likely this would have been the
outcome were it not for the intervention of the client who insisted that an Irish
artist be commissioned.48 Frömel met with Ronald Tallon and proposed rather
than a human figure, a mobile depicting the sails should be made for the site. As
previously outlined, Frömel had the advantage of family connections in Germany
who could undertake the ambitious fabrication of the work. She was awarded
the commission and the Schürmann brothers co-operated on identifying a suitable factory in Germany, where Werner went to supervise the final construction
of the piece. The final stainless steel sculpture comprises three elements which
resemble aircraft wings. They are mounted on pivots that allow them to move
almost imperceptibly in the wind. On a still day, the reflections from the glass
of the building and water of the pond create a dramatic interplay between the
architectural and the natural: a recurring theme in Frömel’s oeuvre. Frömel had
most often been praised for her work in a small and intimate scale. As Riann
Coulter points out (qv) this pigeon-holed her as a female artist best suited to
‘feminine’ work. Sails disproved any such notion, proving her capacity to work
equally well on a monumental scale. The successful completion of Sails attracted
significant positive attention in the press and it became emblematic of the
building. At that point it was the largest private sculptural commission in Ireland,
and one that would stand up to international comparison. It brought a sense of
confidence to Irish artists, architects and clients alike as something to aspire to.
It was not surprising that Frömel was selected by Scott Tallon Walker to
complete the commission at Carroll’s. Aside from being an award-winning artist
she also participated in a two-person show with the architect Michael Scott at the
Dawson Gallery in 1967. Scott showed carefully executed drawings of buildings
and Frömel showed a series of sculptures quite different from those exhibited in
1964. The most striking feature of this exhibition is the departure from modelled
and cast sculpture to works carved in stone. Sculptors are not always equally
skilled in modelling and carving. In this exhibition Frömel demonstrated her
virtuosity in both. As with her 1964 exhibition the titles she used were simple
and stark. Disk, Pond and Landscape recur throughout and there is an
elemental connection between them. In the early 60s the American painter Morris
Graves was living at Woodtown Manor and he and Frömel became firm friends.49

47. Collection Scott Tallon Walker
Architects
48. Ronald Tallon to Vera Ryan,
in Irish Art of the Seventies (Cork:
Crawford Art Gallery, 2007), p.47.
49. Graves stood as godfather
at the christening of Moritz
Schürmann.
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Graves set up a small observatory at his house and he and Frömel spent evenings
observing the movement of the stars and planets and she turned her observations into sculpture: the Sun becomes a bronze Disc and the Moon a Disc of
alabaster that glows with cold reflected light. The land over which these celestial
bodies float is suggested by the simplest line carved into the stone. Finally their
reflection is seen on the ground as a circle carved into Pond. The physical act of
looking is felt: craning the neck to look upwards; turning the head from side to
side to see the landscape; and glancing down at light reflected on water. These
are subtle but powerful works and Louis le Brocquy praised their ‘articulate
and delicately sensitive matière’,50 while Desmond McAvock described them as
‘evanescent, glimmering, fossil-like’.51
Frömel started to carve in the mid 1960s and in the 1966 IELA exhibited one
of her first completed works in stone Moon and Anti Moon. This was a sculpture
in granite of a primitive appearance that was illustrated in the catalogue of that
year. However carving was not her principal means of expression at the time.
There was a personal reason for the shift in Frömel’s practice post 1967. Shortly
after New House was finished, Werner Schürmann announced that he was
quitting sculpture to become a professional Opera singer. Schürmann proposed
to Frömel that the whole family move to Germany where he would have a chance
at a career in music. Understandably Frömel was underwhelmed by the idea.52

50. Letter from Louis le
Brocquy to Frömel, 3 December 1967,
Schürmann Family Archive.
51. Desmond McAvock, ‘Exhibition of
drawings and sculpture’, The Irish
Times, 30 September 1967.
52. Wenzel Schürmann describes her
as being violently angry.
Interview 28 January 2015.

She had lived in Ireland for more than ten years and made friends there.
The children were settled at school and comfortable in their new house. She had
a functioning studio practice, was selling work, had attained a level of critical
acclaim and her career was progressing well. The couple decided that
Schürmann should move to Germany and the children would remain in Dublin.
The immediate result of this was that the foundry at Woodtown was shut. Frömel
would have had the capacity to work as a foundry-woman, but more workers
would be needed to run it and the economies of scale needed to make it profitable were unfeasible. Aside from this, the new foundry set up by Leo Higgins in
Dublin meant that other casting facilities were now available. As noted earlier,
having a foundry at Woodtown made bronze casting economical for Frömel.
From this point onwards she sent her casting to Higgins at Dublin Art Foundry,
and the scale and number of bronzes she produced was reduced in favour of
work carved from stone.
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(opposite)
Installation view,
Dawson Gallery, 1967 showing
catalogue numbers 3, 5 & 17

Moon and Anti Moon, 1966
Granite
illustration from IELA catalogue,
1967

Catalogue for Dawson Gallery
exhibition, 1967, joint exhibition
with Michael Scott showing
catalogue numbers 9 & 3

Pond No. I , 1967
Carrara ordinario marble
43.2 x 42.9 x 14 cm
The Artist’s Estate
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Pond No. II, 1967
Carrara ordinario marble
17.5 x 23 x 24.5 cm
The Artist’s Estate
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River, c.1969
Carrara marble in three
dry-fitted elements
56 x 30 x 10 cm
Private Collection

Interlocking forms, c.1970
Limestone
51 x 22 x 9 cm
Private Collection
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In 1968 Frömel exhibited three works at the IELA, one with the compelling
title Killymoon Hoard which suggests further interest in, and reference to,
early and primitive objects.53 In 1969 her Disk / Marble and Infinite / Alabaster
appeared at the IELA.54 The same year she exhibited at the Oireachtas for the first
time with Fionn;55 and the opening of the new Project Gallery space exhibited
a small bronze head of a little girl that Dorothy Walker described as ‘the most
worthwhile thing in the exhibition’.56
Frömel’s second solo exhibition at the Dawson Gallery in 1970 was met
with a chorus of critical acclaim, and more substantial press coverage than her
previous shows. According to Blathín O’Ciobhain the exhibition was ‘superb’,57
while P.F.B. in the Evening Herald declared her ‘undoubtedly one of the best
sculptors we have’.58 As with her first solo exhibition this was an exhibition of
sculpture (fourteen objects) and drawings (thirty-one). As before her titles are
very simple: Interlocking Shapes; Head; Tree. This exhibition was noted by the
critics for the quality and variety of the Heads exhibited. Although she had been
making portrait heads of her children and other individuals these heads are more
archetypal. Head (1970) [p.93] executed in fine white veined marble is mask-like.
Carved in very low relief it is reminiscent of early Greek Cycladic sculpture.
A very different object is Head (1969) [p.63], carved from green marble it has a
very rough surface and unlike most of the other heads, does not have a base, but
lies on its side. Critics at the time immediately referenced its close associations to
the work of Brancusi, in particular his Sleeping Muse I (1909–10), demonstrating
the historic span of Frömel’s interests and content.
Each of the Heads is distinctive. Some are very fine, carved in soft alabaster
and so translucent that light passes through them; others are solid, rough
pieces of stone. Some of the marble heads resemble cast bronze with Frömel’s
distinctive investment left in place. Conversely, some cast bronze works look
like carvings, again Frömel’s absolute mastery of both carving and casting are
evident in these pieces. The subject of the human head has origins in deep
antiquity and is found across all cultures, from the Polynesian head that holds
the spirit, through to the Celtic trophy found in Irish metalwork or Romanesque
architecture such as Dysert O’Dea. We also see this theme celebrated in Louis le
Brocquy’s work. Here we see a concern with the primitive in Frömel’s work, as
emblematically the head is a container for the brain, the imagination, the senses,
vision, one’s identity and physiognomy. Culturally it also links Teutonic and
Celtic tribal traditions bringing Frömel’s origins and home together.

53. IELA catalogue (Dublin: Irish
Exhibition of Living Art, 1968),
no. 106 Head, no. 107 Killymoon
Hoard, no. 108 Check.
54. IELA catalogue (Dublin: Irish
Exhibition of Living Art 1969),
no. 88 Disk / Marble, no. 89 Infinite /
Alabaster.

55. Oireachtas 1969, no. 77
Fionn. See also Oireachtas 1970,
no. 70 Fionn – although Fionn 1970
is a larger piece.
56. Dorothy Walker, Hibernia,
12 September 1969.
57. Blathin O Ciobhain, The Irish
Times, 9 October 1970.

58. P.F.B., The Evening Herald,
12 October 1970.

The Head series was a critical success however, Bruce Arnold with his manner of
fusing investigative journalism with art criticism twice wrote articles commenting
on the low volume of sales of Frömel’s work. In ‘Two artists contrasted’ he wrote:
It is tempting to highlight the differences. The fact that Colin Middleton sells quite a lot of
his work… can be related to his extrovert, generous, folksy nature – and the limited public
enjoyed by Gerda Frömel, who has sold only one work at the time of writing .59

In an earlier article Arnold asked, ‘is Gerda Frömel an artist neglected because
she is so good?’60 Fortunately we later see steady sales for these works in the
Dawson Gallery receipts. The clients who bought Frömel’s work were from a
relatively limited pool. Some of the usual suspects are there: major collectors
such as Sir Basil Goulding, and the one-time mayor of Cork, Gerald Goldberg.
A number of buyers are from the circle of Scott Tallon Walker, including each of
the partners, but also some of their clients.61
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59. Bruce Arnold, The Irish
Independent, 17 October 1970.
60. Bruce Arnold, ‘Art Now’,
The Irish Independent, undated
newspaper clipping, Schürmann
family archive.
61. Receipts from the Dawson
Gallery 1964 – 75, Schürmann family
archive.

Contantin Brancusi, Sleeping
Muse I, 1909–10. Marble
17 x 27.5 x 21 cm. Hirshorn
Museum and Sculpture Garden.
Smithsonian Institution,
Washington, D.C., Gift of Joseph
H. Hirshorn, 1966. © 2015 Artists
Rights Society (ARS), New York/
ADAGP, Paris.

Head, c.1969
Marble, 21 x 20 x 35 cm,
Private Loan, The Trinity College
Dublin Art Collections
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Frömel chose to edition surprisingly few of her bronze sculptures. Deer
Crossing Bay was editioned about three times, as was the portrait head of her
son Moritz. Aside from these, unique pieces form the majority of her output.
While she had been offered opportunities to expand her production along more
commercial lines – a Dublin businessman proposed to mass-produce some of
her pieces as garden sculpture – Frömel declined, stating that she did not want
the integrity of her work diminished.62 One of the works earmarked for this
‘commercial’ treatment were sculptures of a girl in various forms. This late
series of works in bronze of a female figure were first shown to me by Frömel’s
family under the title Eve. The works exist in a variety of iterations and sizes:
from heads, through to busts, to full length figures, to exaggeratedly lengthened
figures with extraordinary lower bodies.
The face is that of a girl or young woman. She has a melancholy expression
looking down in contemplation. She has long hair that falls in waves over her
body, and in the case of the largest of the figures, stretches far beyond her feet.
The hair is depicted like folds of cloth covering her body as one might expect to
find in Classical Greek sculpture. Described as ‘wet-look’ drapery, it is typical of
such classical sculpture as the Winged Victory of Samothrace c.190 BC (Musée
du Louvre, Paris), and the use of ‘wet-look’ as a sculptural device typically
signifies a classicising intent. This Eve is not the simplistic figure of Christian lore
but someone more powerful and fundamental in origin myth. In Judeo-Christian
writing Eve allows evil into the world through her temptation of the first Man;
setting up the cycle of institutionalised misogyny laid down over the past two
millennia. The theological position of the wicked woman was taken up in the
New Testament by Mary Magdalen. Following her conversion before Christ, she
cast off the fine clothes and jewels of her former profession and her hair grew
miraculously to cover her body. She was often depicted by artists covered with
hair, examples in medieval sculpture include Tillman Riemenschneider’s Mary
Magdalene and Six Angels (1490-92), a work that would have been familiar to
Frömel from her student days.
There is a fluid quality to Frömel’s Eve and as well as suggesting classical
sculpture they also resemble a figure rising out of water. Looking to accounts of
other water sprites and goddesses, the European figure of Melusine comes to mind.

Eve, 1974
Bronze on slate base
71 x 14 x 9 cm
base 5 x 18 x 18 cm
Private Collection

Tilman Riemenschneider,
The Assumption of Mary
Magdalene, c. 1490-92, limewood.
Bayerisches Nationalmuseum,
Munich

62. Interview with Wenzel
Schürmann, 28 January 2015.
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Ondine, c.1974
Bronze
137 cm (h)
Private Collection
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Eve, c.1973
Bronze
158 cm (h)
Private Collection
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She would more commonly be called a mermaid, a beautiful spirit of the river who gives up her immortality when she falls in love with a human man, as
described by Goethe in his short story ‘The New Melusine’ in his 1821 novel
Wilhelm Meister’s Journeyman Years. That such a reading can be made was
confirmed by the title of a later version of Eve. The owners acquired the
work from Frömel under the title Ondine [p.66]. Ondine or Undine is derived
from the Latin word for wave and like Melusine, she is a water spirit.
Teutonic myth tells us that Ondine is doomed to die if her loved one is unfaithful.
Often represented in the arts she is a device to communicate romantic ideas
but ultimately tragedy. Examples include iconic images by Gustav Klimt and
J.W. Waterhouse, and the ballet. More recently, the film Ondine, 2010 by Neil
Jordan mingled the Teutonic myth with the Irish theme of the Selkie or sealwoman. These water sprites were sometimes responsible for the taking of
beautiful children to the sea or replacing them with changelings. The poem
by W.B. Yeats speaks of this tragic myth in his work ‘The Stolen Child’ [1889]
Come away, O human child! To the waters and the wild, With a faery hand in
hand, For the world’s more full of weeping than you can understand. Finally,
in Czech and Slovak, the word meluzína refers to a wailing wind, usually in
the chimney; and is named for the wailing Melusine looking for her children.
The narrative contained in these titles is so direct, that one can only conclude that
Frömel is looking at her own life and circumstances symbolically. She had lost

Rosa Aurora, 1970
Marble, illustration from IELA
catalogue, 1970
The Artist’s Estate

her only daughter to the water and her husband now had a new relationship as
by 1970 their marriage had broken down irretrievably.63
In the early 1970s Frömel continued to exhibit with the IELA and at the
Oireachtas. In 1970 she won the Waterford Glass prize for sculpture at the
Oireachtas for Fionn a fifteen inch high marble sculpture. In 1970 she exhibited
her largest carved sculpture to date at the IELA.64 Rosa Aurora is a two part
carving more than a metre high. The title comes directly from the material
used: Portuguese rose marble with its distinctive pink and orange hue. The
carved elements show a continuation of the themes explored in the 1967 exhibition; celestial objects floating over a landscape. As before the visual language
employed is of simple forms, circles and lines – approaching the most elemental
of signs. The IELA committee chose to illustrate this work in the catalogue for
the exhibition. She would go on to create another version of this as a commission
for the new Galway Regional Technical College. She was proud of the result and
borrowed it back from GRTC to exhibit in The Irish Imagination, an exhibition
that formed part of Rosc 71.65 The cover of the catalogue for The Irish Imagination showed a circle of light shining over a drawing of the Newgrange TriSpiral. In terms of subject and mood one would have thought Frömel’s exhibits
entirely appropriate, yet Desmond McAvock in The Irish Times states that ‘Gerda
Frömel’s cool lyricism cannot really yet be incorporated into the Irish tradition’.66

An Ceann, 1973
Marble, illustration from
Oireachtas catalogue, 1973

63. Interview with Wenzel
Schürmann 28 January 2015
64. IELA catalogue (Dublin: Irish
Exhibition of Living Art, 1970),
no. 78 River – Infinite / Alabaster,
no. 79 Rosa Aurora (Illustrated).
65. The Irish Imagination 1959 –
71 (Dublin: Rosc 71), no. 32

Disc 1967, no. 33 Head 1969, no. 34
2 piece marble 1970, no. 35 Disc
1970, no. 36 Landscape 1971.
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In 1971 she exhibited two works at the Oireachtas: Pionsoir and Teasc. It was
the convention of the Oireachtas exhibitions that all titles submitted should
be in Irish. It is uncertain who translated her titles for her – one possibility is
the linguist Ernst Lewy who lived at Woodtown. Attempting to decode (rather than translate) these titles is difficult.67 Teasc might translate as ‘Discus’;
Pionsoir might be ‘Fencer’ for which there is a corresponding work. For the IELA
exhibition of 1971 she enters two works, Waves and Gyre Alabaster.68 Waves
(now part of the collection of Dublin City Gallery The Hugh Lane) which was
illustrated in the catalogue, is a tall carved marble work that Brian Fallon unflatteringly said was ‘uncomfortably like an Art Deco tombstone’, a rare criticism of
Frömel’s work from this writer.69
In 1972 she submitted to the RHA exhibition a ‘rather untypical portrait of
a small boy that shows up most of the Academicians at their own game’.70 This
portrait of her son Moritz was executed in bronze and cast by Dublin Art Foundry.
As pointed out by Brian Fallon it is somewhat untypical for being a direct portrait
rather than a more archetypal Head but these records of her children form part of
a personal rather than public oeuvre. In 1973 Frömel won a second gold medal at
the Oireachtas exhibition with An Ceann [Head] [p.69] a work that was illustrated
in the catalogue. As well as winning the prize, a review of the exhibition stated,
in what feels almost like a barbed compliment, ‘there was a fairly good sculpture
section, dominated almost inevitably by Gerda Frömel’.71
From 1972 onwards the type of work exhibited by Frömel in the IELA
changes.72 She begins to exhibit large format sculptures in marble such as
Mobile Shape that was described as ‘Outstanding’.73 In the Oireachtas exhibition
of the same year she exhibited Munla Soghluaiste [mobile shape] [p.105] a large
interlocking form now in the collection of IMMA. The works which emerge
in the early 1970s are made concurrently with the escalation of violence in
Northern Ireland. Bloody Sunday took place in Derry in January 1972 and
Ireland was changed irrevocably. Reading through the clippings of reviews for
Frömel’s exhibitions, one sees the concurrent events taking place and is struck
by the number of violent political murders and the tone of commentary in the
newspapers. For an artist whose work was phenomenological in outlook, and
which was based on observations of life, such events could not go unmarked.
As with her earlier Discs and Ponds that were sculptural translations of natural
phenomena, her late works with titles such as Blade and Spear also relate to the
real world.
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This becomes an essential point of departure when considering the ‘corporate’
works made by Frömel in the 1970s as on first acquaintance these can appear
‘minimal’ or ‘abstract’ and devoid of content and emotion. Her use of simple
titles like Spear and Blade might seem to discourage an existential reading of
these works, but considering spears and blades as weapons of war, one can
approach these works anew. Aside from Sails made for the Carroll’s factory, these
‘weapons’ are among the largest sculptures made by Frömel.
Spear [p.95] was completed in 1973. It is a steel form inserted into a black
marble base. The scale is important, at almost two metres in height, it dwarfs
the human viewer. On a biographical level, one imagines the teenage Frömel
being forced from her home and when confronted by bayonets and rifles how
horrific they must have seemed. They are not made to the human scale; rather
they dwarf the body and serve as weapons to some otherworldly giants. This
exploding of scale could reference the industrialisation of killing during the
Second World War and the monstrous weapons deployed by both sides. Frömel
looked to antiquity for forms that spoke of universal experience, that speak of
ritual and ceremony. Looking through the family archive one finds many small
objects where we see Frömel working out her thought processes and ideas.
Forms cut from metal sheets or cast in bronze appear totemic like tribal shields,
banners or spears.
On the 3rd of August 1975 the life of this extraordinary woman and talented
artist was cut short. She had taken her boys on holiday to the west of Ireland
where she died in a drowning accident. Among the artistic community the news
of her untimely death at the age of forty-four was greeted with shock. At the IELA
that year a special display was made of her work and the catalogue included
a tribute to her. A year later a substantial retrospective of Frömel’s work was
held at the Municipal Gallery. Jointly hosted by the Goethe Institute and The Arts
Council, the catalogue contained an essay by Brian Fallon who had reviewed so
many of her works in the previous years. His introduction is worth quoting as it
shows some of the contradictions inherent in any discussion of her practice:
Gerda Frömel always had a strong following among Dublin artists, connoisseurs and
collectors, but with the ‘general public’ - hypothetical quantity! She was much less of a name
than other artists with not a quarter of her gifts. There were several reasons for this. She
showed rather rarely outside group exhibitions, she was personally reticent and retiring,
and her work in general was subtle and understated. She fitted into no particular slot – she
was not an ‘academic’ sculptor and so did not appeal to old-fashioned tastes, though she
was perfectly capable of traditional portraiture if she chose; she was not an obvious avantgardiste of the kind that dominated the Bienniales and the international scene during the
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nineteen-sixties; and finally, she was neither a member of any Establishment nor a noisy,
frustrated outsider. She was, in short, neither famous nor neglected… Even in her lifetime, a large retrospective exhibition was overdue; the pity of it is that it comes when she
is dead. The fact that she spent nearly twenty years of her maturity working in Ireland
justifies us to a large extent in claiming her as an Irish artist. Certainly she seemed to fit happily
enough into the context of modern Irish art, which was enriched by her presence and is sadly
impoverished by her early death.74

After 1976 the work of Frömel remained largely neglected. Her children
moved to Germany to live with their father, and the Dawson Gallery was no longer in a position to deal in her work. Her work continued to be championed by
writers like Dorothy Walker, and was included in Rosc 80. Fortunately her work
remains in the collections of The Arts Council, The Bank of Ireland, Allied Irish
Bank, ACC Bank, The PJ Carroll Collection, The Crawford Art Gallery, Dublin
City Gallery The Hugh Lane, Galway Regional Technical College [GMIT], Limerick City Gallery, Trinity College Dublin and others, and her work continues to
be exhibited. IMMA has been fortunate in recent years in being offered works
from the Carroll’s Collection as well as the Bank of Ireland and so now has the
most substantial holding of Frömel’s work in a public collection. They have been
included in landmark exhibitions such as The Moderns (2010-11) ensuring that
her work continues to be considered within the canon of Irish and international
modernism.
What is certain is that an exhibition such as the present one mounted forty
years after her death, would not have been possible without the care given by
her children Wenzel, Moritz, Killian and Oliver to the preservation of her studio
and archive. Every object and drawing, as well as more ephemeral material, was
photographed and catalogued. Without any training or experience the process
of archiving the work was done in a semi-professional manner. Scraps of carvings, maquettes and unfinished works were each documented and given equal
importance to signed and dated works. Where feasible all of the written and photographic archive was also filed and preserved. As a consequence it has been
possible to build a relatively complete picture of nearly twenty years of Frömel’s
career. It is hoped that with this exhibition, works that are now lost will be recognised by their owners and brought to our attention and that a more complete
catalogue raisonné can be written in the future.
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